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Bella Horizon

Bella is a player character played by club24.

Bella

Species & Gender: Clone Nepleslian Female
Date of Birth: YE 20
Organization: Galactic Horizon
Occupation: R&D Team

Rank: Lab Tester
Current Placement: OIF Karakoram

Physical Description

Bella is the more feminine looking of the twins with mid-length wild brown hair and a set of softer
features making up her face. Bella has a green right eye and a blue left eye, the difference in eyes is one
of the few ways people can easily tell her apart from her sister. While she may not be identical to her
twin sister Bella stands at 5'2“ with a similar body build to Anna, easily distinguishable as feminine but
nothing to gloat about.
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Personality

Bella is the more reserved of the twins but still exudes the same excitable energy as her sister, while
Anna Horizon has taken a liking to the biggest guns she can seek out, Bella prefers heavy vehicles and
more elegant weapons. The longer haired variant retains the hyperactive nature of the twins but is
slower to jump head first into everything.

History

Bella and Anna Horizon were grown and raised in a traveling circus in YE 20 never being told of their
parents, in truth they had been intended to be prototype clones for a new act but the process had failed
to meet expectations. Instead the girls were told their family were the other performers who looked after
them and taught them various tricks of the trade. As the twins got older they began being allowed to
perform in the circus shows with the rest of the gang, eventually starting their own duo act involving a
cannon and no safety nets.

During their time at the circus Bella had put herself in charge of managing the finances of the twins,
keeping some spare change on hand for daily expenses and tactfully investing and saving the rest with
trusted establishments, since they weren't criminals they had no reason to hide their money. In YE 35 her
twin proposed they leave their home and family behind to travel the stars and find plenty of adventure,
while she initially was slow to respond Bella soon agreed and they said their goodbyes and head out, still
knowing nothing of the truth of their birth.

After hitchhiking for a couple of years the twins had accumulated a lot of random and often explosive
experiences, while they never outright broke the law they had drifted around different groups, looking for
adrenaline rushes where they could find them. In YE 41 the two found their way to Galactic Horizon and
were hired on by lab testers to mess with the strange and wonderful concepts dreamt up by Horizon.

Skills Learned

Heavy Vehicle Use - While her sister focused on big weapons Bella found a love for big vehicles and
heavy combat armours.

Accounting - Ever since the twins were old enough to earn money Bella has been in charge of their
funds, setting up join accounts and savings for them since the days of their circus acting.

Social Connections

Bella is currently connected to:

Anna Horizon Clone Sister
Galactic Horizon Staff Members
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Inventory & Finance

Armoured Racing Suit

OOC Information

In the case club24 becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO

Character Data
Character Name Bella Horizon
Character Owner club24
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